Metal Key Rings
‘Fantasy’

‘Fantasy’ Key Ring Range
The new metal key rings from Silca feature the most fashionable subjects of the moment

KEY RINGS - Plus
 Complete with swivel and

ring for easy key insertion.

FANTASY KEY RINGS - Subjects
The ‘Fantasy’ key rings can be ordered in bags of 5 pieces of the same
subject or in assorted packs of the whole range.

 Quality materials and a finish

*

that stays looking new.

*

*

 Fun and affordable,

customers will want to collect
all 12 designs.

AVK4103-F4020
Comics

AVK4103-F4120
Donuts

*

ASSORTMENT

AVK4103-F4420
Fruits

AVK4103-F4220
Wild West

*

AVK4103-F4520
Green Mosaic

AVK4103-F4620
Home

*

AVK4103-F4820
Pirate
AVK4103
12 assorted pieces, packed
in a practical pierced carton
for optimized hook display.

AVK4103-F4920
Diamond Skulls

AVK4103-F5020
Floral

AVK4103-F4720
Bicycle

*

AVK4103-F5120
Cupcakes

* Key rings with a front side that differs from the rear. For further details see the “Complementary Products” catalogue or thecatalogue.silca.biz
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AVK4103-F4320
Flamingo

In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the
purposes of information so that any lock for which our keys are made can be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter
products designs, dimensions or info to improve the products quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the
company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

Exclusive to Silca, the range features 12 creative and colourful
themes designed to make you smile.
Made by Silca from solid brass, the tags feature a special surface
finish first developed in Italy to make designer spectacle frames.

